
oFFENSIVE MINIATURES
Motorcycle & Sidecar

Step 1
Check all parts, depending 
on which kit purchased and 
then clean up ready for 
assembly

Assembly Instructions

Step 2
Install the rear motorcycle 
wheel

Step 3
With the wheel installed, 
install the engine block

Please turn over
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Step 4
Prepare to install 
frame to right hand 
side

Step 5
Attach exhaust

Step 5
Attach exhaust
Step 5
Right hand 
side of the 
motorcycle 
with frame and 
exhaust
in position

Step 7
Install front wheel

Step 6
Fix handle bar 
to front wheel 
assembly, note 
levers to front
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Please turn over

Step 8
Assemble two main 
sections of the 
motorcycle

Step 9
Build up the side car, position the machine gun pintle mount (optional), add the wheels, including the spare wheels 
and the panniers. 
NOTE: the panniers can be positioned on the motorcycle and the side car.  
NOTE: if preferred, fix the machine gun, the panniers and the crews separately, after painting. 

Step 10
Check position of the machine gun and the crew figure

Step 11
Fix the side 
car to the 
motorcycle
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Step 12
Paint the motorcycle, the side car and the crew figures. Position the crew figures, add any transfers/decals, weather 
paint scheme and base up.

Offensive Miniatures offers a range of motorcycle and motorcycle and sidecar models, pack numbers and 
ranges as follows;
 
Afrika Korps:  EGDK 303 - DAK Motorcycle + Sidecar and EGDK 307- DAK Motorcycle
Fallschirmjaeger:  EGFJ 414 - 2 x FJ Motorcycle Team + Polizei; EGFJ 417 - 2 x FJ Motorcycle + Sidecar 
EGFJ 415 - FJ Recce Team Comprising 1 x EGFJ 414 + 1 x EGFJ 417
“Defenders of the Reich”/Wehrmacht:  EGVK 911 German Motorcycle Recce Team, comprising 1 x 
Motorcycle and sidecar and 1 x Motorcycle

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFO:
www.offensiveminiatures.com   


